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Jabra PRO 9400 Series Charger.
Keeping you in charge.
In the hectic world of 24/7 hotlines, alarm centers and
emergency services, several shifts often share the same
workstation. When people have a personal headset, yet the
headset base is part of the phone installation, they need a
place to charge their headsets when they’re not at work.
The Jabra PRO™ 9400 Series Charger charges spare headsets
when the wireless system is continuously in use, keeping teams
in action around the clock. That means no down-time when new
shifts come in.
Scales to your needs
The Jabra PRO™ 9400 Series Charger is scalable to suit all
charging needs. The single unit wall charger is perfect for
individual workstations while the economical five-unit rack
powers up to five headsets at a time. With the possibility of
either mounting the charger on the wall or placing it as a
stand-alone unit on the desktop, true flexibility is brought to
the workspace.
- Fits all Jabra PRO™ 9400 Series headsets
- Available as a single unit or as a rack for powering up
to five units at a time
- Wall-mounted or used as desktop charger
- Max Charging time: three hours (single unit)
		
five hours (five-unit rack)
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GN Netcom is a world leader in innovative headset solutions. GN Netcom
develops, manufactures and markets its products under the Jabra brand name.

Jabra® is a registered trademark of GN Netcom A/S
www.jabra.com
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FEATUREs & BENEFITs
Feature

Benefit

Available as single unit or rack for five units

Scales according to how many headsets you need to charge at any one time.

Wall-mounted or desktop

You can either mount the Jabra PRO™ 9400 Series Charger conveniently on the wall where it can be
easily reached, or place it on the desktop.

Max charging time single unit: 3h
Max charging time rack: 5h

A new shift always has a fully charged headset.

Measurements:
Single unit: 82mm x 82mm, height 82.1mm
Rack: 410mm x 8.2, mm height app. 90 mm

A small, discrete, space-conscious charger.

Rotating cradle

Dock the headset whether you prefer the microphone on the left or on the right.

Charging status on boom arm

Color indicator on the boom arm keeps you informed about the headset’s charging status.

